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Polecenie: Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.

There .................. a lot of rain in this part of the world.1.

A  is  B  are

There are .................. good bookshops around here.2.

A  any  B  some

.................. a free seat in this compartment?3.

A  There is  B  Is there

There aren't .................. direct flights to this destination.4.

A  any  B  some

There is .................. programme I'd like to see at two o'clock.5.

A  a  B  any

.................. there any information about your company on the internet?6.

A  Are  B  Is

There isn't .................. furniture in the living room yet.7.

A  any  B  some

.................. a lot of pubs and restaurants in the centre of town.8.

A  There are  B  Are there

Is there .................. taxi rank near here?9.

A  a  B  any

There isn't .................. shower in my room.10.

A  any  B  a
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Answers
źródło: www.ang.pl/cwiczenia/1926

1. A
2. B
3. B
4. A
5. A

6. B
7. A
8. A
9. A
10. B

There .................. a lot of rain in this part of the world.1.

A   is  B  are

There are .................. good bookshops around here.2.

A  any  B   some

.................. a free seat in this compartment?3.

A  There is  B   Is there

There aren't .................. direct flights to this destination.4.

A   any  B  some

There is .................. programme I'd like to see at two o'clock.5.

A   a  B  any

.................. there any information about your company on the internet?6.

A  Are  B   Is

There isn't .................. furniture in the living room yet.7.

A   any  B  some

.................. a lot of pubs and restaurants in the centre of town.8.

A   There are  B  Are there

Is there .................. taxi rank near here?9.

A   a  B  any

There isn't .................. shower in my room.10.

A  any  B   a
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